G L FROST CO., INC.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING
21 LANGDON STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

-JAZZ INTERNATIONAL-
SUNDAY • NOV. 9 • 8:00 P.M.
JOHN HANCOCK HALL
featuring HERB POMEROY AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CHARLIE MARIANO-DICKIE-JEFF MARLIN
GATOR EZARO—AHMAAD MERCIKER and others

All tickets $3.65, incl. tax, on sale at Box Office
at Berkeley School of Music, Boston.

ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7

UCRL staff member will be on campus
to answer your questions about employment
opportunities at the Laboratory.

Our scientists and engineers, with outstanding
abilities in the fields of nuclear research, are
actively at work on diversified projects such as:

- Nuclear devices
- Basic particle physics
- Nuclear powered reactor propulsion systems
- Controlled thermonuclear researches
- Engineering and scientific application of nuclear
  explosives to mining, security, and power

The finest facilities, and encouragement to
exercise creative thinking and imagination, are offered quali-
gfied graduates interested in research careers.

Call your placement office for an appointment.

The Tech

beaver barks

Arts of God

A rainy weekend threw off the intrac-
ural grid schedule as only one of the eight scheduled A Division games was
played on Sunday (See story on this page).

As now planned the regular league
should decide to a close next weekend,
the postponed games of Sunday may complicate matters somewhat.
Dick Northrup '60, grid manager, said
that the problem will probably have to be resolved by playing some of the
rained out contests in the mornings
this weekend.

In making the decision on when these games will be played, two fac-
tors are involved. The first is the
length of the season. As planned the
season would last three weekends
(each of the four teams making each
other in a round robin manner) and the
outcome should be decided by the
first weekend in December. Playing
the morning games would loop things
on schedule and thus guard against what happened last year when the
season ran on so long that it was
ended as snow appeared on the ground
and three of the A Division teams were declared tied for the champion-
ship.

The other factor is the time involved for the players and coaches. Moring
games would force three teams in
two of the four A Division leagues
to play twice on the same weekend.

(Continued on page 6)

7 A Division Contests Postponed:
Delts Smash for 3rd Victory 31-0

Delta Tau Delta moved its way to another victory by downsing Sigma Phi
Epsilon 31-0 in the only intramural
weather, the Deltas continued their high scoring attack on wind and rain except
Briggs field. The bad weather plus underwater fields kept the seven other A
Division games from being played.

The Deltas, who have averaged 40
points a game before Sunday, had com-
ded the game. The wet weather and wind
actually helped their cause. Even Roger Opper '39 little as he fumbled five of
the six TD passes. Second play, how-
er was kept to a minimum in the first
condition, and fumbling was com-
mon—such tembs but the slippery ball
sat or seven times.

1:24 at half

After a scoreless first quarter the
winners opened up with two tallies
before the half—the fist from present To Dan Michael '61 and the second from
Terry Brany '62 to Dan.

The second half was no different
with Potter connecting with John
Christian '62 to the one yard line,
then with Bray for the score. Fourth
quarter scoring ended another 13
points as Potter's throws were hauled
down by Bert Smith '59 and Bray. Elic
in the wet and wind the Deltas once
again showed their powerful passing
attack. Their running showed great
potential, although the wet field
detected from several sharp looking
reverse plays.

"EXPLOSIIVELY FUNNY"
—Crosley, N. Y. Times

BLUE MURDER
AT ST. TRINIAN'S
Extra: "KINGS & QUEENS"
KENMORE
INCL.
INCL.

BILTMORE

Dance studio
Call for prices
DANCE LESSONS

3 FREE PRIVATE DANCE LESSONS
with 10 HR Group Games
No Creditors Necessary

BILTMORE
Madison Avenue at 43rd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
AT GRAND CENTRAL STATION
Other locations: The Broadway - Park Lane
HARRY M. ASCHWIT, President

Make your selection of
Old Spice

before every date

Old Spice

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
by SHULTON

Splash on Old Spice Afterwards. Feel your
face wake up and live! So good for your skin... so
good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze.
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident.
Assured. Relaxed. You know you're at your best
when you top off your shave with Old Spice!

After every shave

Old Spice

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
by SHULTON

The problem was not that Marty had fallen in love with a
shirt. After all, he admired a Philosophy major.

The trouble was...Marty was in love with two shirts.

With Shirt No. 1, the Van Heusen Century, the serious
Marty sprang forth in heavenly
ly bliss. He worshipped the revolutionary soft collar that
wasn't wrinkly, didn't wrinkle automatically —and wore it again in a matter
of days. It was the man-van-
Heusen-loving love he ever had.

But when Marty was with one of his muses, no matter
it was. It was horrible. Like so many
others with the same problem, Marty wrote to us. And so
this one... Marty, van Heusen's one-piece construc-
tion caught his eye. The collar, he missed the other.
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